INTERNATIONAL OPEN TENDER 2021
Micro:bits
TECHNICAL ANNEX
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1. Call Aim
Centro Ceibal para el Apoyo a la Educación de la Niñez y la Adolescencia calls for an
International Open Tender for the acquisition of programmable Micro: bit V2 devices.
The offer must be submitted according to the specifications in section 3.
The products to be quoted in this call are:
● Micro:bit V2 Go Pack
● Micro:bit V2 Club Box

2. Products to quote
Mandatory
The bidder must quote at least one of the following options and each one separately:
A) Micro:bit V2 Go Pack: Pack that includes a micro: bit V2 board, a battery holder, a pair
of batteries and a USB cable
B) Micro:bit V2 Club Box: Club Box including ten micro: bits V2 boards, ten battery
holders and ten pairs of batteries and ten USB cables

3. Presentation of Offers
The bidder must present background as a supplier:
1. Folder with background of the bidder: It must be detailed the provision
background of micro: bits of similar consumption in the last 24 months.
The offers must be completed in the following quote table:
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A) Micro:bit V2 Go Pack
Product
A) Micro:bit V2 Go Pack

Unit price according to volume (CIF MVD)
Less than
4.000

Between
4.001 and
8.000

Between
8.001 and
16.000

More than
16.001

Price

B) Micro:bit V2 Club Box
Product
B) Micro:bit V2 Club Box

Unit price according to volume (CIF MVD)
Less than
400

Between
401 - 800

Between
801 - 1600

More than
1601

Price

4. Guarantee
The bidder will guarantee that the products supplied under the contract are new, complete, unused
and free from defects attributable to design, materials, manufacture, storage conditions (packaging,
appropriate temperature and humidity), shipment or any other act or omission of the bidder that could
manifest itself during the normal use of the products under the prevailing conditions in the country.
The bidder must indicate the guarantee period for the products offered, said period may not be less
than 6 months from arrival.
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5. Term and delivery conditions
5.1 Delivery Terms
1st desirable delivery:

-

Minimum lot of 1000 Micro: bit V2 Go Pack units with ETA Montevideo 90 days
after the purchase order was issued.
Minimum lot of 300 Micro: bit V2 Club Box units with ETA Montevideo 90 days
after the purchase order was issued.

2nd desirable delivery:

-

For the remaining quantities of 1,001 units onwards of Micro: bit V2 Go Pack, the
ETA Montevideo is desirable from 90 to 120 days after issuing the purchase order.
For the remaining quantities of 300 units onwards of Micro: bit V2 Club Box, the
ETA Montevideo is desirable from 90 to 120 days after issuing the purchase order.

A) Micro:bit V2 Go Pack
Product

Delivery Deadline according to volume (CIF MVD)

A) Micro:bit V2 Go
Pack

Delivery Deadline

Less than 1.000
ETA Mvd 90 days after the
purchase order was issued.

From 1.001 on
ETA Mvd from 90 to 120 days
after issuing the purchase
order

B) Micro:bit V2 Club Box
Product
B) Micro:bit V2 Club
Bundle

Delivery Deadline

Delivery Deadline according to volume (CIF MVD)

Less than 300
ETA Mvd 90 days after the
purchase order was issued.

From 300 on
ETA Mvd from 90 to 120
days after issuing the
purchase order
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These Delivery are in line with the Uruguayan school year schedule and delivery plan.
In case of not being able to comply with these maximum desirable terms the bidder
must specify the delivery terms in his offer.
Centro Ceibal may request to adjust the arrival schedule with the awarded supplier.

5.2 Delivery Conditions
In any case, the Micro: bit V2 board must have the latest firmware version available at the
time of shipment.
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